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By JEN KING

LISBON, Portugal After a relatively quiet 2016, mergers and acquisitions have picked up the pace this year, but is this
environment a way to cope with the current luxury market going forward?

Commonly, larger conglomerates, such as Kering Group and LVMH, or private equity firms, purchase smaller, often
family-owned, brands that have remained independent and may not have the resources to grow any further in terms
of production or market reach. At Financial T imes's Business of Luxury Summit on May 15, panelists during the
"Europe's Next Big Deals" session discussed what has driven merger and acquisition in the luxury space.

"[There is a] big global market," said Francesco Trapani, former CEO of Bulgari, former head of LVMH watches and
jewelry business and executive vice president of Tages Holding. "[There are] very large groups that 30 years were
not in existence and then you also have small, independent companies.

"We see that some very big groups take advantage of their size, financial muscle and organization and they take over
independent companies," he said. "Smaller brands have to fight much larger groups, and eventually this will become
more difficult."

Architects of acquisitions 
Rachel Sanderson, Milan correspondent for the Financial T imes and session moderator, kicked off the
conversation by saying that luxury is forecasted to grow by 1 to 4 percent in the year ahead, but will merger and
acquisitions become a way of dealing with a volatile landscape for luxury?

Recent mergers and acquisitions in luxury include Luxottica's merger with lens manufacturer Essilor in a $49 billion
deal (see story) and LVMH's purchase of luggage maker Rimowa, which sold 80 percent of its  shares to the French
conglomerate (see story).

Small-sized and niche brands with a strong digital presence, especially those in the cosmetic space, have also seen
high-priced acquisitions. Notably, Este Lauder Companies acquired prestige cosmetic label Too Faced, seeing
potential in both its strong multichannel growth and its millennial following.
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Marking the company's largest acquisition to-date, the $1.45 billion deal was a purchase of the entities that own Too
Faced, a maker of cult-favorite cosmetics, with a social media following of more than 7 million (see story).

Too Faced Love Flush blush compact

More recently, CVC Capital Partners, a private holding company, bought a majority stake in Swiss watchmaker
Breitling. CVC Capital Partners acquired an 80 percent stake in Breitling and Theodore Schneider, CEO of Breitling,
will re-invest for a 20 percent shareholding in Breitling. The financial terms of the transaction have not been
disclosed (see story).

Often when a larger group or brand makes a purchase, it is  because the company bought is family-owned and the
next generations do not have an interest in continuing on that path. This was the case of Bulgari when Mr. Trapani
and his family, who founded the jeweler, sold to LVMH.

Italy, in particular, has a large number of mid-sized brands that remain family-owned and independent. The merger
and acquisition potential of the country is based on its depth of craftsmanship knowledge and due to the fact that
nearly 80 percent of the luxury sector is "Made in Italy."

Due to this, many wait with baited breath for the day these mid-sized luxury companies are acquired by a larger
brand or conglomerate, but it will not be a purchase based on like-mindedness as all companies are individual and
unique.

During the panel, Daniel Piette, former chairman/CEO of L Capital and current chairman of First Founders stressed
that these deals are not because there are synergies between companies, but rather a structural necessity to produce
a sustainable company.

"There are no synergies in the luxury industry," Mr. Piette said. "Each brand has to be vertically managed and has
very little to do with the other brands.

"From a merger and acquisitions point of view, when larger groups by other brands, it is  a structural phenomenon,"
he said. "Synergies do not make sense. It is  [financial] architecture."
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From left to right: Rachel Sanderson, Francesco Trapani, Daniel Piette and Luigi de Vecchi

For example, the future of Giorgio Armani and Dolce & Gabbana as independent brands is always under the luxury
microscope, especially as questions of succession come into play (see story).

This is especially true for the Armani brand now that its founder is in his early 80s. Last summer, Giorgio Armani
announced that he will establish a foundation in his name to safeguard the interests and autonomy of the fashion
house he began in 1975. Mr. Armani is the brand's sole shareholder and had hinted at the establishment of a
foundation to protect the future of Armani as early as 2012 (see story).

Temperature check 
During last year's FT Business of Luxury Summit in San Francisco, an executive from Deloitte Corporate Finance
also touched on the subject and how these financial moves are a positive for luxury.

Merger and acquisition deals show signs of a healthy luxury market across most sectors, according to an executive
from Deloitte Corporate Finance.

Luxury sales are climbing largely because of hotels and automobiles, but acquisition patterns show that fashion and
jewelry are continuing to innovate and produce quality product. While the slowing economy has put luxury brands in
a tough position, healthy amounts of venture capital show that the sectors are healthy, meaning that proper marketing
is the key component of growth.

Taking mergers and acquisitions as a sign of market healthiness because of the impact they have on growth, Deloitte
found that 47.5 percent of the deals were in the personal luxury goods segment, with another 36.2 percent in the
hotels. The predominance of these sectors shows that investors are looking for substantial property assets to protect
themselves against economic volatility and currency fluctuations (see story).

"The deals are good for Europe, and it is  good news for deals in general," said Luigui de Vecchi, chairman,
corporate and investment banking, Continental Europe at Citi. "What we are seeing today is many situations that are
coming to fruition in the next year, two years.

"The truth is that in the luxury world, we are dealing mainly with families," he said. "When you are dealing with
families, the truth is, you never know if these deals will happen or not.

"It is  not like you are dealing with a public company and they ascertain a price, and the deal gets done. When you are
dealing with families, the reason these deals happen or not has to with an emotional side, a rational side and
succession issues."
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